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PRINTPAK 350
Now you can create the compact solution you need

for the countertop—and watch the first receipt print out

in a quiet three seconds. An industry first.

  t's the complete payment solution. It provides fast, legible
    receipts. A complete audit trail for easy end-of-day
balancing. And it fits into one compact space.

You have it all. Yet you still maintain the flexibility of
separate units.

It starts with the PRINTPAK™ 350. This new printer module
contains a quiet thermal mechanism that sets the industry
standard for speed as it prints crisp, clear receipts.

Pick The Solution You Need
The printer module fills the bill if you use the 300 series of
OMNI™ or TRANZ® terminals. The available selections also
include the ZON® Jr XL. Whatever model, they all fit easily
into the PRINTPAK 350.

And the choices don’t stop with the terminal. For your
high-speed printing, the PRINTPAK 350 can emulate both
the VeriFone® PRINTER 250 and 900 text applications. No
application changes are needed.

It's As Simple As That
When you’re done, your combination matches the best
integrated terminal/printers. It's an efficient unit that uses
minimum counterspace. And does it while creating a more
professional appearance on the countertop.

The Convenience Of A Module
Of course, the PRINTPAK 350 is a module. So you can change
your mind. To add debit capability or a graphic display, simply
trade up to a new terminal and snap it into the PRINTPAK 350.

Because the units operate separately, the PRINTPAK 350
can be repaired without affecting the terminal. And the
thermal printer has few moving parts, so there’s seldom need
for repair. What’s more, you can forget about ribbons forever.

Let's Build The Model You Need
Use the PRINTPAK 350 to build the integrated solution you
need. Or just add the printer to your existing terminal.
Your VeriFone sales representative can provide the details.
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Features

■ Interfaces with a variety
of VeriFone terminals

■ Speeds up transaction time
through fast printing

■ Operates quietly

■ Emulates the VeriFone PRINTER 250
and PRINTER 900

■ Operates reliably because
of simple mechanism

■ Saves counterspace through
compact design

■ Prints without ribbons

■ Presents uncluttered
professional image

■ Creates crisp, legible characters

■ Continues to process transactions
if printer repair is needed

■ Produces long-lasting receipt image

Specifications

Hardware
Height 4.3 in (108.4 mm)
Width 5.7 in (143.9 mm)
Depth 12.2 in (310.1 mm)
Shipping Weight 4.7 lb (2.2 kg)
Operating Temperature 32° to 104° F (0° to 40° C)

Printing
Technology Thermal, fixed printhead
Speed 12.5 lines per second in text mode
Buffer 64 bytes
Copies Switch selectable, 1, 2 or 3
Printhead Life Expectancy/ 4 million lines
Mechanical Reliability (MCBF)
Standard Characters 10 international character sets

Graphic printing capability

Paper
Size 2.2 in (57 mm) wide standard roll, single ply
Format 42-column, portrait—for PRINTER 250 emulation

32-column, portrait—for PRINTPAK 300 emulation
24-column, portrait—for PRINTPAK 300 emulation

Interface
Serial RS-232C compatible
Baud Rate Switch selectable; 1200, 2400, 4800 and 9600 baud

Power
Voltage 120 VAC, 47-63 Hz (±10%) or 230 VAC, 50 Hz

Connecting Terminals
Models ZON Jr XL

TRANZ 300 series
OMNI 300 series
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